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Indigenous Mexicans
best pros on extreme 

mountain run

People sit in a boat on a lake at sunset outside the city of Sortavala yesterday. — AFP

It's a familiar sight in shopping malls around the world-
weary-looking men dutifully following their wives from
store to store. But China may have the solution: so-called

"husband rest booths". While their partners shop, users can
retire to the glass-encased kiosks, which contain a comfort-
able massage chair and an elevated screen for playing com-
puter games or watching television. Its makers say the futuris-
tic mini man-caves are a first in China and they have installed
four in a high-end mall in Shanghai at a cost of 40,000 yuan
($6,000) each.

You can reserve the pod in advance via a mobile phone
app, and it costs nothing to use at the moment. In English,
each has the words: "Private Lounge. Waiting for you in the
bar." Owen Wei, project manager at makers Ingrem, a
Shanghai company, said if the first batch proved popular they
would roll out more at malls in the city. "Some men don't like
to go shopping or stay with their wives, and prefer to play
games or watch television," he told AFP at the enormous
Global Harbor mall, where one husband lay slumped in a
nearby booth shooting aliens.

Not everyone is a fan, however. On one recent day most of
those visiting the pods were teenagers, members of the
media and curious onlookers. One husband said he preferred
his wife's company, while Liu Tianguo said his partner did not
approve of the scheme. "I told my wife, 'I'll be here. You go
shopping and you'll find me here,'" said Liu. "It's comfortable
and I can have a rest while she spends my money. She was ok
with it-as long as I don't stay here too long."—  AFP

Shopping-weary Chinese find 
refuge in souped-up man caves

This photo shows a man playing video games in a booth at a shopping mall in
Shanghai. — AFP 

'Oh, bother': Chinese censors 
can't bear Winnie the Pooh

Has Winnie the Pooh done some-
thing to anger China's censors?
Some mentions of the lovable

but dimwitted bear with a weakness for
"hunny" have been blocked on Chinese
social networks. Authorities did not
explain the clampdown, but the self-
described "bear of very little brain" has
been used in the past in a meme com-
paring him to portly Chinese President
Xi Jinping. Posts bearing the image and
the Chinese characters for Winnie the
Pooh were sti l l  permitted on the
Twitter-like Weibo platform yesterday.
But comments referencing "Little Bear
Winnie"-Pooh's Chinese name-turned
up error messages saying the user
could not proceed because "this con-
tent is illegal."

Winnie the Pooh stickers have also
been removed from WeChat's official
"sticker gallery," but user-generated gifs
of the bear are still available on the
popular messaging app. Comparisons
between Xi and Pooh first emerged in
2013, after Chinese social media users
began circulating a pair of pictures that
placed an image of Pooh and his slen-
der tiger friend "Tigger" beside a photo-
graph of Xi walking with then-US
President Barack Obama. In 2014, a
photographed handshake between Xi
and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe was matched with an image of
Pooh gripping the hoof of his gloomy
donkey friend Eeyore.

And in 2015, the political analysis
portal Global Risk Insights called a pic-
ture of Xi standing up through the roof
of a parade car paired with an image of
a Winnie the Pooh toy car "China's most
censored photo" of the year. Qiao Mu,
an independent media studies scholar
and former professor at Beijing Foreign
Studies University, said the blocked
bear content was unsurprising given
the ruling Communist Party's sensitivity
to depictions of its leader. It is a particu-
larly sensitive year as Xi is expected to
consolidate power at a key party con-
gress this fall.  "It's very murky what's
allowed and what isn't, because officials
never put out statements describing
precisely what will be censored," Qiao
said, noting that many Winnie the Pooh
photos were still proliferating on the
Chinese internet.

In other contexts, references to the
staple Chinese breakfast food "baozi"
have been taken down for evoking the
president's nickname: "Steamed Bun Xi,"
Qiao said. Yesterday many Chinese social
media users were testing the bound-
aries of the restrictions imposed on the
bear who groans "oh, bother" when
things don't go his way. "Poor Little
Winnie," one Weibo user wrote. "What
did this adorable honey-loving bear ever
do to provoke anyone?" — AFP

Sunflowers bloom on a field near Fresdorf, northeastern Germany yesterday. — AFP


